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About This Game

NO ENGINEERING, ALL PROCRASTINATION!

SHENZHEN SOLITAIRE is a brand-new solitaire variant originally developed for SHENZHEN I/O, and is now available as a
standalone game! It's simple but challenging, and oddly addictive.

 A brand-new solitaire variant inspired by Mahjong and FreeCell!

 Simple to learn, but persistently challenging!

 Over 98% of deals are solvable!
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 Win 100 games and become immortal! (with a Steam Achievement)

NOTE: If you own SHENZHEN I/O, you don't need to purchase SHENZHEN SOLITAIRE! After solving a few puzzles in
SHENZHEN I/O, a link to a full version of SHENZHEN SOLITAIRE will be placed on your in-game desktop for you to play.
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This game had a lot of potential, however it's now just abandon-ware. Don't buy it.. This has the potential to be a great game. So
far it is challenging, frustrating but plays very well. The only annoying part about it so far is that it occasionally has massive slow
down for seemingly no reason and you can only kill people with headshots. Whilst I don't mind the challenge of getting them in
the noggin I don't think it would have taken away from the gameplay if they still died with a few shots to the body (so far most
move location if you hit them... Keep that in but have, say, three shots to kill them or one in the head to get the job done
properly). Given how ammo is sparse on some missions - it wouldn't make the game any easier - just take some of the frustation
away, especially when the bullet looks as though it hit them in the head!

So far, promising. Don't regret buying it.. Bought this just to support the devs. Wanshi is so innocent I will protect her with my
life. A fantastic game with a very classic feeling. this is a game that doesn't hold you by the hand but that makes it even better as
you can explore and discover many cool things in this game world. So if you like to be challenged and you like having fun and
nostalgia this is a game for you ! i highly recommend this game to any dungeon crawler fans. Sister you are hentai!
What-?
You must ♥♥♥♥! Yes please mmmm
~why does my sister the hentai?

Hehe love the decensored patch and crude English.. its too ♥♥♥♥ing hard. This is brain candy, and my brain loves candy!!.
Awesome DLC. Very nicely made with great little touches, details and overall package. Works perfectly in MP and I like the
fact that onlyone person needs to own the addon. I hope the expansion packs will also be released to extend the playtime
oppertunities.. === THE HELMETS ARE GARBAGE - NONE OF THEM CAN BE DYED, AND NO DYE COLOR
MATCHES IT ===

The DLC pack is nice, and there is a lot of nice stuff here. Is it worth it? Yes, if you like the game, if you like Conan, and if you
like Arnie, if you like GAINS - go for it. If you pick this solely for the helmets - DON'T BUY IT. NO DYEABLE PIECE. It's
insane, it's ridiculous, it makes no sense.
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addicted to being a naughty meow send help. when loading a saved game it gets stuck in the screen saying "loading"
2nd time now...the engine clearly does not work....
so a waste of my money since i can not load a saved game.
. So I wanted to take the time to write a quick review for Florensia so here it goes:

Ok, so I know that i'm only about 10 hours in on this game but I do have some positive things to say. For one, I have an
EXTREMELY average laptop with an EXTREMELY average internet connection therefore resulting in laggy gameplay, shotty
connectivity and a less than stellar experience when I try and do gaming for the most part. But with Florensia the game runs
great on high details, combat on the "land" is fluid as well as combat in the "sea" too so basically for gamers with an average
setup you should have no troubles with the servers (i'm in NA btw). Secondly, the UI is very clean and put together, very
straightforward in finding your skills, quests, maps, community etc. A clean UI is pretty important for me in terms of
convenience and accessibility. Lastly I do like the differential between the land and sea combat, both are a quick learn and
seems like the customization is pretty deep, although the sea combat controls i do find a bit clunky and will get some getting
used to.

I can not speak to higher end content like various bosses, raids (if they have them?) gear crafting and buffing and so on but if
you are looking for a very chilled out mmorpg with questing, fishing, various combat interfaces and an overall smooth gameplay
I suggest you give the game a shot. Another thing too, I do see a LOT of new players running around the game so I think
Florensia coming to Steam has brought a nice influx on new players so thats a positive. Give it a shot, its not bad.

Hope this helped!. My first ever video game, it's as good as I remember. This game has lots of potential. Keep it up!. Very nice,
but rather short Visual Novel. Took me about 1.5 hours to complete the story once. You follow the story of a detective with his
assistant. The detective has a very special character ;)

The story is nice and easy to read. Sometimes I wish the text lines wouldn't stretch over the complete screen but break more
often. Would be much easier for the eyes. Also there are a couple of typos starting from about 50% of the story. But that was
not a big problem.

Overall a nice game for about 2 hours.
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